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T~E induction of structural changes in chromosomes by radiation has
been variously ascribed to direct, effects ~pon ~he chromosomes and. to
indirect ones. The present study is p~rt of an ~t%empt to discover -whe%h.er
the ohaa~ges produ.ced in the various chromosome regions involved are
due to one stimulus or ~o several separately acting stimuli.
The changes observed are the loss (deficiency) of part of a chromosome
or translocations between different chromosomes or between parts of bhe
same chromosome. Except in the case of chromosome deficiency, the
changes are observably reciprocal. We cannot establish this characteristic
for deficiencies, siz~ce the form of the lost fragment (rod or ring shape)
is unknown,
Two general hypotheses have been inferred to explain the mechanism
of induced change. According to one of them, breakages ace separately
induced in the chromosomes, the breakage ends persist for a time and
may fuse with other breakage ends aRer a process of afitraction or chance
groping for one another in the nucleus. The refusion might occur between
the breakage ends that were originMly parted, in which case no structural
change would result. ARernadvely, d~e breakage ends might fuse in
new ways and give a structtu'al change. Such a change requires that a.t
least two chromosome breaks mus~, ha.ve occurred in the same nucleus,
givins~ at least four breakage ends. The hypothesis explains reciprocity
since, if two ~5on-sister breakage ends fuse, each of their sister breakage
ends are oMiged to fuse wRh a non-sister end if they fuse a~ a,ll. Seadler
(1930) has supposed that fragments may persist through several cell
generations, through their chance inclusion in a daughter nucleus a,t,each
division, and tha~ the breakage ends may retMn tI~eir capacity for
refusion during this period and sooner or later reauite. But it is diNc~lt
to understand how a molecula,r complex like a chromosome could re~ain
for long an unstable structure like the ]upothedeal brea.kage end.
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According to the second hypothesis, elm,borated especially by 3{u]lel,
(1932), one break acts to induce another one, or, perhaps more likely,
5oth, or all, breaks associated with one translocation are due go a common
cause. This locMizatjon of the effect almost requires that structural
ehanges should occur only when two or more chromosomes, or parts of
one chromosome, are broken at points lying in propinquity within the
mtoleus, in all essentials this hypothesis closely resembles tlle contact
mechanism of Serebrovslqh' (1929) and D~tbinin (]930). According to
their interpretation, translocations wcuId follow when chromosomes stick
together and are broken at the point, of contact. Accepting these principles, the rearrangements would occur by a process that is virtually
crossing[over except that it occurs between non-homologous regions a.t
a time other than syna.psis.
The chief distinction between the two hypotheses lies in their initial
assumptions t h a t the chromosome breaks taking part in al structural
rearrangement are (1) separately induced by separate acts or (2) induced
together by a single act of the incident energy of the radiation, These
hypotheses may be referred to respectively as the "breakage" and the
"contact" hypothesis. There are several methods of testing them. One
involves reasoning from the observed consequences of varying the
magnitude quMity oz' duration of the irradiation dose to which the
chromosomes are subjected. Another is reasoning from the relative
frequencies shown by different kinds ef structural change induced at the
same dose nnder identical conditions.
Several studies of the dosage-e~ect relation have already been made.
Kh.vostova & @avrilova (1935) have shown that there is a linear relationship between dosage and the fl:equency of fourth chromosome interchanges ha~dng a position effect on o~b.im, s i~.tetr.z,,ptzts. Another study
suggesting a. linear relation is that of ~{uller & Altenburg (1930). Oliver's
(1932) data on chromosomal aberrations, detected by genetics! metliods,
seem to show at low dosages a nondinear relat.ionship between dosage
and effect.
The experiment here reported is an attempt to ohta.in data. upon the
dosage-structural change relation for all chromosomes br~diated togoSh.or in one gamete. The method used wa~ cytological, based upon
studies of the salivary gland chromosomes of F~ D?osol)hilc~ ~,~~d,e~zogc~sle,r
female larvae, whose fa.t~hers' sperm had been X-rayed.
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Oregon-~ males, ] 4: clays old, were ~-rayed at three doses, re~
speetively 1000, 2000 and 4000 r.u., and mated to virgin white-eyed
females, Ten cultures were established £or each dosage, wi~h six males
and ten females per eultm:e. The cultures were kept at S5 ° C. for 2 days,
after which the flies were discarded. Extra yeast was added to each
culture., and the latter were then maintained at 19 ° C.
This feeding and temperature treatment secures better growth of the
larvae and fewer individuals witch unsatisfactory saIivary t h u d s . Mattu'e
female larvae were taken from each culture, their salivary glands dissec~ed out, stained-in aeeto-carmine, smeared, dehydrated in 95%
alcohol and afterwards mounted in supers] aecordhlg to the methods
developed by Baur and by Bridges (Drosophila Information Service, 6).
6!hance non-virginity of the female parents was detected by the
occurrence of female larvae with white ma.lpighian tubules. Such larvae
were kept separate from the rest. A check upon t h a n was available
since the Oregon R, stock was homozygous for a deficiency [Df(2)Or] of
the tip of 2R, wi~h the break between the halves of the doublet of 6OF
(Bridges, Drosophila Information Service, 7). The white s~oek had the
fulI complement of bands. Larvae gi~dng such corroborative evidence
of non-virgin origin w'ere discarded.
O]3SEP~VATIONS

A summary of the results is given in Table I. It should be stated
that no serious attempt was m a d e to observe small defioioncies, Their

positive identification in the saIivary glands of a single individual is too
precarious to be of value for the present purpose. Only- interchanges,
inversions and more or less complex translocations have been noted.
There are also no observations of another class of translocation ; namely,
that in which all breaks would be in heterochromatic regions of the
chromosomes. The formation of a chromooentre in D~osot)Mga ~~d~,no~
ghster makes ~uch tra,nslocations very difficult to observe ey%ologicaI]y.
The ol~gerved structure1 changes were of the following kinds :
(1) Interchanges which were always of the symmetrical type ~4th
each product having only ol~e confrere.ere. In Table I these are written
as X-gR, 2L-3t?, etc.
(2) Inversions, m which both breaks lay i~ the same arm. of the
chromosome. I~ Table t these are referred to by the number of t]_~e
chromosome arm they occupied, i.e. X, 2L, 9R, 3L or 3R.
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(3) Eneentrie inversions, i.e. sn inversion in which the two breaks
were on opposite sides of the ce~tromere and ia which, there£br% all
parts of a given segment have the same an'angemen% relative to the
eentromerG as in the original chromosome. These are referred to as
2L-2B or 3L-3/~.
(4) Intercalations, in which a segment of a chromosome was inserted
into anod~er par[ el' the same chromosome (internM) or into a diffeient
chromosome (externM). The interoaGted segment retained the original
order of its parts relative to dm ,~ew centromere (euoentric) or had an
inverted order (dyseentrie). The example in culture 292, referred to as
2R dye. in 3L, had a segment of 2R inserLed into 3L in an i~verted order.
(5) Complex transloeations, in which two or more of the above kinds
of translocation occurred together and had one or more breaks in common. There were only nine cases belonging to this class. In culture 300,
for instance, one individual had an inve:rsion in 3R and a eucentrie
inversion between 3L and 3R, the break in which was in common with
o~le of those delimiting the 3B inversion. In cultures 290, 298, 30¢ and
307 there is a total of five cases in which an inversio]] is combined with
an interchange, so that the two have one brea.k in common. Culture 306
has one ease of a eueentrie inversion combined with an interchange and
another ease combining two interchanges, each wit]~ one break in ecrumen. Each of these eight examples, together with the six examples of
intercalations, have three breaks, and on the contact theory in its most
literal sense would require that the three regions had been precisely in
contact at one point. Finally, in culture 309, there is one example of
a complex interchange-inversion transloeation involving four breaks and
reqmring, on the contact theory: four threads in contact at one point.
In a number of eases, in which one break lay in heterochromatin, it
was hot possible to determine whether in inversion or ~n interchange
was present. These are tabulated separa3ely in the '~doubtful'' column.
About S-]0°/o of the larvae gave glands t h a t were too poor to
a.nalyse. These were small glands, presumably from immature larvae,
or glands that ]sad been damaged in smearing or in which the chromoseines had not spread out satisfactorily. The freq'aeney of m.mnalysed
glands was independent of dosage, being respectively 9.7, 8.9 and 5-9°,o
at the low, middle and high doses. There is no indication that greater
doses of X-rays induce more anaa~a,]ysab!e glands.
Table I I summarizes for each dosage the percentage of affected
individuals, the percentage of contacts inferred on the contact theory,
and the percentage of breaks inferred. ~or a.ll three of these criteria the
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carve is not noticeably divm.'ge~.t from a straight line passing through
{he origia.
TABLE II
Dose
(r. u.)
1000
:%000
g000

No. of
in dividuals
t96
190
224

% individu~l,~
wibh structural
changes
9.2
16-S
32+6

% emRaots
inferred
9.~
17-9
3g-~

% of brea.ks
inferred
18,9
37-4
81"2

DISCUSSIOA r

Thel'e appears to be a direct Hnear relationship betweml dosage and
the observed freguency of induced structnraI changes. To test whet]mr
the breakage ox contact hypothesis ilts this fact we need to know the
shape of the dosage-ehromDsome structural change curve expected on
each hypothesis. It has usually been assumed that the breakage hypo~
thesis would demand an exponential curve and the contact hypothesis
a s~raJght line. Indeed Nniier (1932) discarded the breakage hypothesis
on this ground. However, Stadler (]936) has pointed out t h a t with
fairly high frequencies of Lrea]{age per cell the curve would closely
approximate to a straight Hue. In these circumstances the form of the
ourw at low dosages would be highly signi~eant.
We know t h a t many of the induced changes yield chromosomes
which are mechanically unfit to survive many cell genera%ions and ~.melei
which have more or less extensive deficienciesacting as dominant le~hals.
All the dosage data, of the kind described in this paper, are taken from
samples of individuals fromwhich those with u n i t chromosomes have
been eliminated. The samples are %hersfore a residue of survivors fl'om
original samples of unknown size. We have no data, from which the
number of inviable individuals m a y be estimated, but we can determine in a general way what the effect of {heir elimination would be
(a) on the breakage, and (b) on ~he con%act hypotheses. I t should be
pointed out that individuals with one un£t chromosome would be
criminated ~o tess eflective]y than those with. %we or more. On any set
of assumptions it is clear that individuals wRh more than one u~lfit
chromosome will. become re.ore frequen% at higher dosages. I-Ienee the
rate of production of new inviable individuals in the sample will fall o~
with rising dosage.
In what follows we shall assume t h a t there is a dirce$ proportionality
between dosage and the primary effect resulting in a structural change.
According to the breakage hypothesis, the primary ei~eet would be
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breaks.ge of one chromosome region; while o.lzthe contact: hypothesis, the
prhnary effect weald be that condition, capable of leading to a structural
change (viable or inviable).

The b~'ea~age t<q))othesi,s'
The rela,tive :[k-equendes of nuclei with 0, ], 2..... ,~ breaks each can
be cs,lealated for any sample from an infinite popu.l.a,tio~.~ with a given
meson nu:m.her of breaks per mmleus, by means of the Poisso~. distribution. Tl~ese iYeque.u.cies are given in percentages in Ta.ble III for
different mean numbers of breaks per nucleus; they have been taken from
the tables of Soper (]914).

T A B L E III
M e a n =o. of
brea.ks p e r
~anclcus
(prop.
to dosage)

r

% o f nuclei "with 0 .,. 6 + b r e a k s
"
'2.
3
"4

5

6+

-0-1
0"8

--0"1

----

13'7
22-3

5-5
17.8

1.8
11-4

0-6
I0,5

7-3

11.6

i4"8

61-3

0

1

0-1
0.2
0,4
0"8

90.5
81-9
67-0
44,9

9-0
16"4
26"8
35-9

0,5
1-6
5"4
14.4

.
0.1
0"7
3-8

1-6
3"2

20-2
4"0

32-3
]3-0

25"8
20-9

6.4

O.S

1-0

3-4

.

.

.

T A B L E IV
iBreaks
per
nucleus

2
3
4
.5
6
7
7+

[Proportional eontributiotls to
"
Original
inviable
Tz'ans]oe~ted
c]n'omosomes
elu'omosomes
chromosomes
r

0-33
0-07
0'01
0,001
Nearly 0
---

0"33
0"60
0"77
0-88
0"93
0-9(5
N e a r l y 1"0

0.33
0-33

0"22.
0-12
0.07
0-04
lNear],y 0

The next problem is %o dete.rmine the proportions of nuclei, having
a given number of breaks, that. wonld (c~) return to %he o~!ginal state,
(b) give inviable ehi'omosomes, and (c) give mechanically fit traasloca.ted
chromosomes. These values would he different for each breakage ~mmbe.r.
Any attempt towards calculating values for them is handicapped by not
knowing whether all breaks rejoin and whether they rejoin at random
or preferentiMly according to spatial disposRion, l~or %he purposes of
calculation, we shall assume (1) that all breakage ends rejoin, (2) t]~at they
rejoin at random, and (.3) that breaks occur one in each chromosome so
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that we ~are dealing only with interchanges. The effect of variation from
these assumptions will be examined later.
The contributions to the three possible classes, with normal, inviable
and transtocatcd chromosomes, ha,ve been calculated (Table IV) for
~uclei wRh two or more breaks on the assumption that each break.age
end must reioin to m.lother o~le at random. As we have s,ssumed, that all
breakage .ez~d.s must rejoin, nuclei with one b~:eak would contribute
wholly to the normal class. The formulae used for calculating these figm'es
are as follows, where ~1.~s the number of breaks per nucleus:
2roportion orig~al. = 1 in l . 3 . 5 . 7 . . . . . 2 (n - ] ).
Proportion granslocated = ('n ! 1) in l . 3.5.7 . . . . . 2 (n 1.).
Proportion inviab]e= remai~der.
TABLE V
No. of
breM~s per
_nuoteus
0
1
2
3
4.
5
Tel~als

C o n t r i b u t i o n s ~o nuclei wRh
,~Normal
Inviable
Transloea,ted
chromosomes
olJ.roraosom~s
chromosomes
44-9
0
0
35-9
0
O
4-8
4.S
4'8
0-$
9"3
1.3
0
0.6
0.2
0
0.1
O
85-8
7.8
6.3
r

% of
nude/
44-9
35.9
14-4
34
0-8
0-1
99.9

TABLE
-'%'Ie ~n
breaks
pet"
nucleus
0-1
0"2
0'~
0'8
1"6
3.2
6-4

NormM
ehromo~
seines
99.7
98-8
95.6
85"8
62.2
25.8
2-8

][n;dable
chromoseines
0"2
0"6
2.5
7"8
23"2
53-9
87,6

Vl
Tr~ns located
et~'omo~
seines
0"2
0-6
2-9
6-3
14"5
20.3
9-6

%
% of
individuals survivors
s u r v i v i n g transloea.ted
99-8
0.2
99-45
0"6
97.6
fi-1
92.t
6,7
76-8
18-8
45,1
44-0
12-4
77-4

The cm~tributions to the three classes of nuclei: amongst samples of
irradiated nuclei having different mean numbers of breaks per nucleus,
Mve been calculated from the figures in Ta.btes t I I and IV. The process
is shown i~a detail (Table V) for 0-8 breaks per nucleus, The collected
values for different numbers of mean breaks per nucleus are given i~
Table VI. The percentage of individuaJs surviving and tlne percentage
of these t h a t are transtocated is also given. The theoretical curve is
therefore sigmoid with the middle region, between 0-8 and .3.2 breaks
per nucleus, approximately linear.

Divergences from the conditions presumed by the three assumptions
used in arriving at this result will lee o:f Jm.port~nce only so far as they
affect the proportions of t}~e classes with normal and with tz'gns]oogted
chromosomes. If some breakage ends do not rejoin and. ff the othezz
rejoined more frequently to give uormal chromosomes, the net effect
would he to reduce the sur~d-val ].'a~e and the relative, freclueney of translots, ted individuals ~mongst ~he survivors without materially altel'ing
the shape of the curve. A s~udy of the effects of radiation ttpon a ring
.Y-chromosome in Droso21~fk~ has shown that ff single breaks occur the
two breakage ends do neff fail to rejoin. Distortiol: of the curve h'om
failure of breakage ends to rejoin ¢he:'efore seems tmlikely.
The third of our assumptions is the simplest for which to mal~e
allowances. If we supposed that the b~'e~ks occurred at random amongst
the chromosomes, inversions could be recovered from nuclei having ~wo
or more breaks in a chromosome. When one chromosome had sustained
three ca' more breaks, the contribution to the translocatiou class would
rise slightly at the expense of the inviable class. Since such events (more
than two breaks in one chromosome) would be rare, ~he aberation to our
c~Jcu!ations would be slight. In the case of three breaks per nucleus
distributed at random in the chromosomes of D~'osol)k&~ ~zeb*}ogcLs'~e'r
sperm, about 32 ~/o would have one break in each of three chromosomes,
54~/o two breaks in one and one in another chromosome and 1~%~ all
three breaks in one chromosome.

The co~zgc,,cthypoff~es{s
The irradia.tion is presumed to act at spatially independent regions
in the nucleus and to induce one or more breaks in propinquity which
m a y g b e a structural change. I t folbws that the contributions to normal,
inviable and translocation nuclei would be constant proportions per unit
of energy absorbed independently of the total amount absorbed in each
~u~elens. Let ~s assume that for each X-ray hit there is a mean proportion
a; contributed to normal, g to invia.ble and ~ to transloeadon nuclei:
a"+ y + ~ being uNty. The contribution to each class for ~ X , r a y hits in
a nucleus is given by (¢ + y + z)". Those terms with ~! entering i~.to them
will represent relative frequencies of inviable, those with s b a t no y
translocation nuclei and those with ¢ alone (~'0 normal nuclei. If v~lnes
are assigned to a;, ~! and z, the contributions go normal, inviable and
translocation nuclei respectively can be calculated, for ].... ~.~ units of
energy. If each is given the value one-third., the values given in Table VII
wottd be obtained.
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The values assigned to )4 Y and z, though arbRrary, are the most
plausible. Although there might be p~:eferential reconstruction to giv6
chromosomes of the original type, the relative chances y and z. of new
Nsions a t ~ contact giving mechanically unfit and fit chromosomes
should be equal. A small alteration in the values could be introducad to
make allowance for the effeets of three or more regions in contact at a
point.
T A B L E VII
P r o p o r t i o n a l c o n t r i b u t i o n s to
} ] i t s in
one nucleus
I
2
3
4
5
6

Normal
chromosomes
0.33
0-11
0-0~
O.0t
Nearly 0
--

]~nviahle
chromosomes
0.33
0-55
0.~0
0-84
0.90
0.93

Translooation
chromosomes
0.33
0-33
0-26
0-1.5
0.10
0,07

From the values ]n Tables i I I and[ VII, the contributions to normal,
inviable and traaslocation Glass may be calculated for means of 0.1 to
6.'~ X-ray hits per nucleus. These values are given in Table VIII,
together with the percentage survival and the per cent of survivors t h a t
have trans]oca.tions.
T A B L E VIII*
_hiean no.
of h i t s p e r
nucleus
0.1
0-:~
0-4
0"8
1-6
3"2
6-4

o/~ ind~viduals w i t h
~.
A
x
Normal
lmxdable
Tra.nsloeated
chromosomes chromosomes ehvomosomes
93.5
3.3
3-2
87.6
6-5
6-2,
76-5
1:2.0
11.5
58.6
23"-t
17-9
.34.0
42.5
23-g.:
11-6
67-2
21.1
1.3
$8"7
9-5

%
°o
survivors
96.7
93-S
8S'0
76-5
57.4
32"7
]0"S

~ransioeation
individuals
among
survivors
3-3
6-6
1.5-0
23.4
41-0
6¢-5
SS.0

* D r D . lB. L e a h a s s h o w n m e t h a t t h e s e p r o b a b i l i t i e s c a n be obtah~ed m o r e s i m p l y b y
a p p l ~ u g t h e [~o~sson d i s t r i b u t i o n a l g e b r a i c a l l y t o t g e e x p r e s s i o n in z, y a n d z b e f o r e p r o eeedh~g t o u s e n u m e r i c a l v a l u e s of t h e I~oisson e o c ~ e i e n t s ~ T h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s t h u s o b t a i n e d
are

:

N 9 7 m a I = e-,~ I~-i---l; L e t h a l -" ] - e "~; T r a n s t o c a t i o n = c-'z' - c- n I;,+=J

The :~orm of the curve on the contact hypothesis is therefore slightly
sigmoid, b u t with the lower perilous nearly linear; Rs precise shape
would depend upon the values of ~, y and z.
(I, ONO L'USIO NS

The observed values of the induced rate of structural change between
1000 and 4000 r.u. contd be :fitted equally well to both theoretical curves

in their middle and upper regions. The o,dy critical data that could be
obtained by this method would be that upon the induced frequendes
aS lower dosages than those llse.d so :far. The dosage relation has not given
data incompatible with eRher the breakage or contact hypothesis.

S49r~@ca~c:e of cov.z3)~ez ~'ec¢,r,r~m.ge~@l,t.s
Muller (1932) states tha~ the contact mechanism would necessitate
the " r a r e coincidence of three strands meeting at exactly the same
p o i n t ' . There are several such progressive rearrangem.e~ts i~ the present
data which on ~h.e contact hypothesis would be inferred to have come
from such contacts. The numbers of them are rather high (Table IX),
They amount to about 11% of all the contacts inferred. This high value
is far from being a rare coincidence and would seem to .invalidate t.he
contact hypothesis. This is a strong argument %r the breakage hypothesis, t h a t has already been raised by the discovery (Dubinin &
Xhvostova, 1935) of cases of progressive transloeation requiring on the
contact hypothesis m~z~y threads or regions of threads to be in contact
at one point. They h~ve cases, in Drosoyh.ib, requiring np to nine coincident contacts.
TABLE

tX

F.rsf~e~cy of 2, 3 a~w~ 4 th.~'e<~ds~;~g~rred to 5s i~,

co.~to.ct 02 o'~tel~o,i)~t
Dose
r.n.

Total
hadividuals

Two
{l='eads

Three
tln'eads

Iooo
~000

~9o
Lq0

N (s-v%)
al (]6,3 9,;)

1 (o,5%)
a (>6o.,,;)

4000

~24

74 (a3,o %)

~o (~.5 %)

Four
threads

o
o

1 (o.5 %)

However, if the chromosomes oomple~ely filled the treated nucleus,
two or more would be in contact and one or more could be broken by
the X-rays. Complete filling of the nucleus by Vhe chromosomes w m j d
have the effect of immobilizing the chromosomes. Hence any broken
ends would be maintained in the spa.tial relationship in which they were
produced. With breakage of one chromosome there would be presumably a reconstitution of the original st,ructure; wit]~, t w o , o r more
chromosomes in contact, ~he.re would be chances for reorganization in
new ways.

Hence, if the chromosomes filled the treated nneleus the frequency
of rearrangements requiring contacts of two, three and more chromosome
regions at a point must be regarded as a measure of the fl'equency of
such. contacts. If they did not lilt the nucleus, the frequency of the more
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complex rearrangeme~Jts nmst be regarded as positive e.videl~ee against
a contact mscha~fism and for the breakage mechanism.
In any case, this would still leave open the possibi.]ity that one Lit
might produce breaks in two or more regions that are in spatial
propinquity withoat being in actual contact or in a knot (Dubinin &
Khvos~ova, 1935).
g u l l e t (19.32, p. 9] 18 footnote) has raised the question of whether for
instance in the ease of an intercalation, the apparent shagle break in one
chromosome was not in fact two breaks close together. Close study of
the intercalations in the present series has failed to disclose any evidence
for this supposition. There are only three oases, in the present data, in
which one chromosome arm had been fi~volved iu exchanges at two
separate loci with two other chromosome regions. This markedly contrasts with the fourteen instances in which one region of a chromosome
arm hod exchanged with two other chromosome regions in a progressive
tr~nsloca§ion.

Spa~ia~ ~Jreference in ~ea~'range,ment
Omitting eases of trans]ocations doubtful in their assignment through
ha.ring one break in heteroehromatin, the proportions of interchanges,
invsrsions and sueentri¢ inversions are constant, within the limits of the
sampling error, for all doses. Adding together interchanges ~nd eacentric
inversions, there are fifty four transloeations between diiferent arms and
twenty-seven within the same arm (inversions). On either the breakage
or contact hypothesis, there a.rs four ways in whisk a different chromosome arm m a y be chosen at random, for a break or a sontae% for each
w~y in w]iieh the same arm m a y be so chosen. The observed ratio of
2 to 1, instead of the expected 4 to 1 were the meeha.nism random in
operation, indicates l~hat exchanges within the same arm are twice as
f~vonred as those between different arms. A similar divergence from
expectation is shown b y three and four point structural rearrangements.
This fact argues t h a t rejoins: on the breakage hypothesis, or contacts,
on the contract hypothesis, eammt be spatially at random. I n the case of
the ratio of interchanges between arms of different chromosomes to
eucentric inversions between opposite arms of the same chromosome, the
observed v~lue of ~0 to 1~ is not significantly different from the expected
ratio of 4 to t. Translocations between the two arms of one chromosome
are therefore proba.bly no more favoured than those between arms of
different chromosomes. This indicates t h a t the distance over which
spatial preferment ~cts is fairly small.
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TL e l'.vequency of induced structural changes of ehro:mosomes observed
in 7?] fema.]e la,rvae of Drosophila ~neb, nogeG~er raised from X~rayed males
shows a, direct linear p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y with the X - r a y dosage between
1000 and[ ¢000 r:u. T5 e relation of this fact to the " b r e a k a g e " and :' cont a c t " hypotheses of their induction is disc nsse& B o t h hypotheses
theoreticMly require sigmoid curres (xrith differe~t characteristics) connetting dosage and effect. A t intermedia.te doses the relation woMd be
a p p r o x i m a t e l y linear on b o t h hypotheses, The obsmwations therefore do
not provide any basis for discrimination.

The high frequency (II ~) of rearrsmgmner~ts, which on the contact
hypothesis would require three or more threads in contact at one point,
makes it n n l i k d y tl.~at the chromosomes are even" in contact befog'e,
during or after irra,diatim~ unless t h e y completely fill the treated nuclens.

The high frequency of inversions in one chromosome arm, relative to
interchanges between different arms, demonstrates a spa.tiM ])reference
either in the refusion of breakage ends or in a, grouping of' original breaks
t h r o u g h e c o n t a c t or analogous meeha,nism.
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